
Challenges & Process

TeachPitch needed a educational software solution which was provided by us coming up with 
a platform that would help teachers and schools in finding the best online resources available. 
The challenge was, that no standard technology could offer what they needed. Therefore, the 
best way to approach to this was by designing and developing a teacher-curated library system 
from scratch. With tons of options, unique design and high-end features, together with 
TeachPitch we build client specific product using custom Laravel development. The technology 
used in developing this software included Laravel/php and JavaScript. With that in mind, the 
platform that we developed was more structured and scalable, feature-rich and effective for all 
users around the globe.

TeachPitch

Company Background
TeachPitch is a cloud-based learning platform that helps teachers and schools identify the 
best online resources available.
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TeachPitch now offers its users a teacher-curated library system accessible through a 
community technology. The platform allows you to see, save, rate and share the most relevant 
digitally available educational resources while discovering the personal learning ideas and 
questions from other teachers from around the world. The software is currently being used in 
hundreds of schools all over the world featuring 54013+ Educators from 200+ countries.

Aldo de Pape, CEO, Founder, TeachPitch

“This team delivers above and beyond. We have been working with their 
developers and designers for over 7 years and are highly enjoying their friendly, 
timely and professional approach to everything that comes our way. They know 
how to deliver at scale while keeping a keen eye on time and detail. The team 
has proven to be very open and flexible matching the needs of our clients from all 
over the world. I highly recommend them!” 

Things we implemented: 
● PHP based teacher-curated 

library system
Technologies we used:
● slick, jQuery, Laravel & PHP

Developers on Demand. Global resources. Easily deployed.

https://codecombinator.com/contact/
https://codecombinator.com/
https://codecombinator.com/find-developer-team/
https://codecombinator.com/find-developer-expert/

